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Bronze Statue of the Holy Pope during Centenary of Pope John Paul II " Karol Wojtyla " birth at the Jenca sanctuary who was head of the Catholic Church and sovereign of the Vatican City State from 1978 to 2005. Teramo, Italy, May 18, 2020. Photo by Lorenzo Di Cola/Eyepix/ABACAPRESS.COM
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Bronze Statue of the Holy Pope during Centenary of Pope John Paul II " Karol Wojtyla " birth at the Jenca sanctuary who was head of the Catholic Church and sovereign of the Vatican City State from 1978 to 2005. Teramo, Italy, May 18, 2020. Photo by Lorenzo Di Cola/Eyepix/ABACAPRESS.COM
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Bronze Statue of the Holy Pope during Centenary of Pope John Paul II " Karol Wojtyla " birth at the Jenca sanctuary who was head of the Catholic Church and sovereign of the Vatican City State from 1978 to 2005. Teramo, Italy, May 18, 2020. Photo by Lorenzo Di Cola/Eyepix/ABACAPRESS.COM
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